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CUFFE:     The British strawberry industry is one of 

agriculture's success stories – with an extended growing season and increasing 

consumer demand.  But it relies almost entirely on foreign labour and this year that's 

in short supply.  I spent seven days with a Warwickshire grower as his fruit gets to the 

peak of its ripeness and he waits anxiously for new pickers to arrive. Will he get the 

labour he needs or will he be forced to leave the fruit to rot in the fields?   

 

 DAY ONE 

 

ACTUALITY OF  ROLL CALL 

 

BRADLEY:     …..Daniel, Sasha…….. 

 

CUFFE:     It's 5.30 in the morning and an aged 

green bus has just dropped off a team of workers.  Pulling red plastic trays for the 

fruit, they're making their way into the polytunnels where they'll be picking 

strawberries for the next six and a half hours. They're all in their twenties and apart 

from their Australian supervisors, they're all from Eastern Europe.  



 

BRADLEY:     …..Everyone today, you’re gonna be 

getting £2 a tray…… 

CUFFE:     This is Hillers a farm in Shakespeare 

country. It’s a substantial enterprise - owned by a marketing group with farms in 

Europe and South Africa.   There are 150 acres of polytunnels and strawberry fields 

interspersed with orchards, a farm shop and restaurant and even a stately home on the 

doorstep.   

Magdelena where are you from? 

 

MAGDALENA:    I am from Poland. 

 

CUFFE:     And is this your first year, picking? 

 

MAGDALENA:    No it’s my fourth, yes. 

 

CUFFE:     And you’re a student? 

 

MAGDALENA:    Yeah. 

 

CUFFE:     And why come here? 

 

MAGDALENA:    I make money here. 

 

FARM WORKER:    This is hard work, very hard work, I’m 

from Ukraine I come here, see England. 

 

CUFFE:     How long does it take them to get up to 

speed? 

 

We give them a couple of weeks about? 

 

CUFFE:     Do you find that they’re good workers? 

 



BRADLEY:     Yeah, they are.  I really like my little 

gang.  They are good workers.  There’s the few, there’s always a few, that are kinda 

lazy and don’t really want to work but it just makes the day a bit more interesting, bit 

of a challenge.  No most of them are pretty good hey. 

 

CUFFE:     What do you say to the ones that are a bit 

sluggish? 

BRADLEY:     Um, well I suppose it’s just trying to 

encourage them really. 

 

CUFFE:     The man who's responsible for this soft 

fruit empire is Dave Thomson and he hasn't been getting much sleep since the harvest 

began – three weeks earlier than usual.  At this time of year he'd expect to have 300 

pickers, but he's well down on his numbers. 

  

THOMSON:     The next 7-10 days, this is it, this is 

crunch time.  You can see here just how much fruit is hanging on the plants and this 

has got to be picked really, in the next day or 2 otherwise we’re gonna be in trouble.  

We’re probably about 70 people short of where we should be at the moment. 

 

CUFFE:     Well what difference does 70 make? 

 

THOMSON:     By now we should be operating 

something like 5 teams of 60 pickers.  You know, you can see instantly that we’re sort 

of 20 + percent down on that. 

 

BRADLEY:     ….today I don’t want to see anyone 

leaving the tunnels unless you’re going to the toilet or emptying your rubbish bin.  

Okay. 

 

ACTUALITY OF MOBILE PHONE RINGING 

 

THOMSON:     “Hello.  Hiya, howyadoing?  I was just 

after feedback really, just wondering how you got on yesterday evening”………. 



 

CUFFE:     This is a call from Justin Emery of 

Fruitful, the agency which supplies most of Dave's European workers.     

 

THOMSON:     “So you might be able to do 15 this 

week.  Um, but as for the other 50 you’re looking at the 13th now not the 10th  and it 

doesn’t look like there’s going to be any of those coming any earlier.  Okay.  It’s not 

good news but, you know, at least you know where we stand sort of thing.  Alright, 

bye now”.  Right, we’re basically waiting for these ballpark 50 people.  We’re sort of 

70 people short but we’re still waiting for 50 that were booked and had been booked 

in for quite some time ago.  We were hoping that we might be able to get something 

close to half of that 50 sooner rather than later, you know, within the next few days. 

THOMSON cont:    Unfortunately that isn’t going to be 

possible because they’re still busy working for another employer who hasn’t quite 

finished with them at the moment. 

 

CUFFE:     So this is bad news. 

 

THOMSON:     It could be worse I guess.  I’m trying to 

be positive about it.  It could be that there’s nobody coming at all. 

 

DAY TWO  

  

HUBBARD:     ….let me see what Justin comes back 

with from the Agency.  Let’s get our update from Poland and then I’ll come back to 

you as soon as we’ve had that, okay.  Cheers.  Bye. 

 

EMERY:     He’s saying that he can organise a bus. 

 

HUBBARD:     He’s saying what if we organise a bus 

from this end to go over. 

 

EMERY:     To travel over. 



 

HUBBARD:     Yeah and go round and pick them all up. 

 

EMERY:     Okay, well let’s have a chat with Richard 

and see what we can do. 

 

CUFFE:     Justin and his colleague Rachel run their 

Agency from this industrial park 20 minutes from Dave's farm and they recruit 

workers from European Union countries.  But they were caught out by the early 

harvest and they're still 400 short. 

Who was the call from? 

 

EMERY:     It’s one of our Scottish growers and 

we’re supposed to have supplied 105 by now. 

 

HUBBARD:     Yes. 

EMERY:     A week ago and we’ve only supplied 

him 48 so far.  We’re short basically, another, 55, 57 people but we just can’t find 

them at the moment. 

 

CUFFE:     So, was the person angry.  Rachel what 

was the…… 

 

HUBBARD:     No erm not angry but I think they do 

understand the situation but obviously on the other side they’ve got a crop that needs 

to be picked and it hasn’t helped that the way we’ve had this great weather and that’s 

brought everything forward so there’s an added pressure of you know, the crops 

earlier than it should have been and we’ve got the problem of marrying that up with 

the fact that students are finishing later in Poland, makes an even bigger between 

when the grower wants his pickers to start work and when there’s actually people 

available.  Obviously he’s under pressure.  A strawberry, when it’s ripe, needs to be 

picked. 

 

ACTUALITY OF DIALLING POLAND 



 

CUFFE:     Justin's now ringing his agent in Poland 

to see if he's had any success.     

 

RICHARD:     Hello. 

 

EMERY:     Morning Richard. 

 

RICHARD:     Morning. 

 

EMERY:     How’s it going? 

 

RICHARD:     We’re still having the same problems 

which is trying to convince people that, you know, farm workers…are getting paid 

poorly …… 

 

CUFFE:     Bad publicity about working conditions 

has been putting some people off.  But there's a far bigger problem this year and in a 

way it's a sign of the EU's success and people's freedom to move where they want. 

  

 

 

EMERY:     …cheers, bye”.  The Government say 

that there’s plenty of labour in Eastern Europe but the problem is they don’t want to 

do this kind of work anymore.  No-body wants to come here, no-body wants to work.  

Universities, leaving dates, exams have been put back 2 weeks and their not finishing 

until the middle of June.  However students don’t want to come and work here 

picking soft fruits anymore.  They want to come and work in pack houses and 

factories and pubs and bars and restaurants. 

 

CUFFE:     And the British stopped wanting to do 

this kind of work quite a few years ago. 

 

EMERY:     Well I came here in 1998 and we had a 



team of about 50 British Welsh and I think in by 2002 we didn’t have any.  We were 

advertising every year, we advertised on the websites but we never had any come 

forward or if they do, British students come forward.  They don’t last 3 or 4 days 

because the works too hard. So…… 

 

CUFFE:     Why is that?  I mean people haven’t got 

softer really have they? 

 

EMERY:     I think they have.  I think erm, they don’t 

want to work for the money anymore and it’s the same with Eastern Europeans.  

They’d rather come here and work in factories and have an 8-5 job or 9-5 job and then 

the £5.75 or £5.60 an hour and not have to do a lot for it. 

 

ACTUALITY AT HOPS AGENCY 

 

CUFFE:     Students needed, students available.  

Students available is a completely empty. 

 

DAVIS:     …..Board.  Exactly and students need it 

as, you know, a full and plus there’s an extra list on computers as well.  I can show 

you that as well, where we’re just completely short. 

 

CUFFE:     I'm now at the other agency which 

supplies Hillers with labour and taps into another source of pickers. It's HOPS at 

Stoneleigh Park, and Jimmy Davis is General Manager.  

DAVIS:     They take as many as 50. 

 

CUFFE:     That’s Hillers that’s the farm where I’ve 

been yeah. 

 

DAVIS:     These aren’t strawberry farms.  That’s a 

farm that….. 

 

CUFFE:     Under the Government's Seasonal 



Agricultural Workers' Scheme (SAWS), he recruits students from countries outside 

the European Union as well as from the two newest members Romania and Bulgaria.  

But the Home Office wants to restrict the amount of unskilled labour coming into 

Britain so its cut the quota.  

 

DAVIS:     We have our guaranteed number, we 

have our 6,000.  We’ve got about another 40 workers left out of our 6,000 quota.  It’s 

just that that quota isn’t big enough.  That 6,000 yes we’ve used them, they’ve 

arrived, most of them here are working.  Some of them have now gone home because 

they came in January but that quota isn’t big enough. 

 

CUFFE:     So that’s the Government that sets the 

quota? 

 

DAVIS:     Exactly.  The Government sets the quota 

and then allocates it between the operators of which we are one.  The key message we 

need to get across to them is we’ve got a scheme here working, helping do something 

good for our country and these people aren’t full-time migrants.  They’re going home. 

 

CUFFE:     Well of course this is whats at the heart 

of the Home Office’s worry isn’t it.  Is this why it’s restricting the SAWS Scheme 

because it is concerned about this as a channel for people who will stay beyond their 

permitted time? 

 

DAVIS:     Yeah, it is a challenge, its got to be seen 

but the model for the scheme works.  You’ve got intelligent articulate students 

coming from Russia and Ukraine, those two countries as examples.  Now their people 

who want to go home and create lives for themselves at home because they have 

prospects there because they are the cream of the crop.    They’re coming to our 

country to learn our language, learn something about the technology of growing some 

of the crops and then they want to go home and do it in their own country. 

 

 

DAVID cont:     That’s the nature of the people we’re 



bringing.  Now I think the Government are getting it mixed up with the floods of EU 

immigrants who are coming for long periods of time, 2, 3, 4 years….forever, and this 

is seasonal work which isn’t long-term migration.  These people are coming for 3,4 5 

months and they’re going home. 

 

 DAY THREE  

 

ACTUALITY AT PACKHOUSE 

 

DOMINIC:     …take the scanners which are picking all 

the records of what we picked today to the office so we can download it to the PC and 

we know exactly what we need to pay them for picking today. 

 

CUFFE:     Every afternoon at about this time, 

Dominic who’s the Polish Harvest Manager at Hillers, does a tally of the day's crop.  

The labour shortage means they're below their production target.  They've got 53 

pallets which are now being loaded onto lorries for distribution. Tomorrow some of 

this fruit will be on the shelves of one of the country's leading supermarkets.     

So of the people that you know back home, what kind of things are they doing, those 

that have decided to travel? 

 

DOMINIC:     Oh they doing many kinds of jobs you 

know some of them are teachers, some of them are car mechanics, some of them are 

decorators, some of them doing agriculture job. 

 

CUFFE:     So would Britain not be the placed 

choice for an agricultural job any longer? 

 

DOMINIC:     Well I’m sure it’s still a good choice to 

come here to work on the farm or whatever but Holland and Spain I believe is really 

popular now as well. 

 

ACTUALITY OF CAR DOOR SLAMMING 



 

CUFFE:     Dave's just pulled up at the polytunnels. 

 

CUFFE cont:     He hasn't had any news about the fifty 

new recruits Fruitful agency promised him two days ago, so he's now got to make the  

decision he's been dreading. 

 

THOMSON:     The field we’re looking at is the one that 

we’ve kind of manoeuvered towards, erm, walking away from, if that makes sense.  If 

you can manoeuvre towards walking away from something….. 

 

CUFFE:     What, this whole field? 

 

THOMSON:     It’s three and a half hectares.  It should 

yield something between 50 and 60 tonnes of class 1 fruit so that’s basically what 

we’re looking at having to leave. 

 

CUFFE:     So that’s the latest decision. 

 

THOMSON:     Yeah I think it’s a decision that’s pretty 

much making itself in that erm all the labour that we have is just being utilised 

currently to pick the other three fields that we’ve got on the go and erm we’re 

struggling at the moment just to keep on top of those. 

 

CUFFE:     Goodness.  So you’re walking away 

from quite a lot of money there. 

 

THOMSON:     Yeah, a considerable amount of money I 

guess erm, could be £150,000 ballpark but it could be plus or minus from there. 

 

CUFFE:     And are the retailers who are waiting for 

this fruit, I mean is this already committed as a crop? 

 

THOMSON:     It’s committed loosely in that erm 



obviously they’re working off an overall programme figure from the marketing group.  

So in the scheme of things this field on its own is a fairly small percentage if you like 

of the amount of fruit they’ll be expecting from our marketing group.  Having said 

that, we’re not the only farm within that marketing group and there may be other 

farms I’m sure that are in the same position as we are in having to make a similar 

decision so pro rata, if you like, across the whole acreage in the UK.  I’m sure it’s 

going to affect the overall quota of fruit available, yes. 

CUFFE:     And what does that do for your 

relationship with the retailers? 

 

THOMSON:     What will probably happen in reality is 

that any shortage in demand if you like, in supply from UK growers will actually be 

met by imports from overseas. 

 

CUFFE:     Well, that’s bad news for you isn’t it? 

 

THOMSON:     It’s bad news for us individually and also 

obviously for the whole of the UK Strawberry industry. 

 

DAY FOUR  

 

ACTUALITY ON HILLERS FARM 

 

BACK:     I’m just going to watch you pick a bit 

and see how you go and see if I can give you any pointers to make you faster…. 

 

CUFFE:     There are strawberries ripening before 

our eyes and too few pickers, it's essential that the farm gets maximum productivity 

from each of them.   

 

BACK:     How’s your back? 

 

ARTHUR:     Normal… 



 

BACK:     It’s normal? 

 

ARTHUR:     Yeah. 

 

BACK:     No pain? 

 

ARTHUR:     No pain. 

 

BACK:     Good. 

CUFFE:     Dave Back is a speed coach, a New 

Zealander who trained as a pastry chef. And he's now watching Arthur from 

Lithuania.  

 

BACK:     If you search around the plant, if you 

start, say here, and work in a circular motion you’ll find all the strawberries a bit 

easier.  Picking with two hands….. 

 

CUFFE:     There's more to this than you'd think.  

You have to choose strawberries of the right colour, and in the right way.    

 

BACK:     Your technique’s very good. 

 

CUFFE:     Even if they pick less than 10 kilos an 

hour, the law says they have to be paid the minimum wage.  So the farmer would have 

to make up that money. 

 

BACK:     …take all the rubbish at the same time… 

 

ARTHUR:     Okay. 

 

CUFFE:     So what’s the secret of it Dave? 

 

BACK:     A lot of its standing up to pick using two 



hands to pick.  A lot of people get the tendency to put one hand on a sledge and hold 

it while they’re actually working.  I think a big part of it is just motivation, keep 

moving. 

 

CUFFE:     Well the motivation is presumably the 

more you pick the more you earn. 

 

BACK:     That’s the one.  It’s just trying to remind 

them of that all the time.  Most people come over and you know, very hard workers 

and they want to work.  I keep an eye on their, err….more the kilos that they’re 

picking. 

 

CUFFE:     How many kilos do they have to pick to 

get the minimum wage? 

 

BACK:     Generally it’s around 10 kilos per hour.  

But if they can do more than that, great.  That’s what I’m encouraging them to do.  

It’s good for the business and it’s good for them as well. 

 

ACTUALITY OF PROBLEM AT CAMPSITE 

 

THOMSON:     ….If they don’t turn up for work, then 

they need to move on.  

 

CUFFE:     Dave Thomson, the General Manager, 

has been called to deal with a problem at the campsite.  A couple of Polish workers 

who walked out a few days ago, have turned up wanting their jobs back.   

 

THOMSON:     …”this is two times that I have spent 

time talking to you in may be three days, so if you tell me you want a last chance, this 

is your last chance okay.  You need to take it otherwise I’m afraid I will have to ask 

you to go.  Okay.  No problem.  Okay thanks very much”.  You know sometimes 

people just causing more problems than we’ve really got time to deal with and so we 

have to unfortunately just draw a line and be prepared to stick to it, even if we are 



short of people. 

  

 DAY FIVE 

 

ACTUALITY ON FARM  

 

THOMSON:     Hi guys I just wanted to meet you and 

just welcome you to Hiller Farms….. 

 

CUFFE:     There's been a sudden turn in Dave's 

fortunes.  A coach has just drawn up at the farm campsite bringing Polish workers 

from another farm in Herefordshire.  Some of them are considerably older than the 

average picker and not all of them look that fit.    

 

THOMSON:     Quite an important number about 57 

people I believe so that helps enormously. 

 

 

CUFFE:     Wow, well that was unexpected but just 

at the right time. 

 

THOMSON:     It was just by chance really.  Just some 

people I’d met were letting some people go.  They’re very big, it was a drop in the 

ocean as far as they’re concerned, in terms of their labour pool but to us quite 

important. 

 

DOMINIC:     It’s like a two teams, two football 

teams…we can have a game… 

 

THOMSON:       ..(laugh) he’s a goalkeeper he’s got his green 

shirt on...   

 

ACTUALITY OF DAVE ADDRESSING THE GROUP 



 

THOMSON:     I’m hoping that most of you guys will 

stay here with us and that you enjoy working with us and that we will enjoy working 

with you, and hopefully this will be a positive experience for all of you.  Okay,   

Fantastic.  

 

CUFFE:     Dave does this mean that you’ll be able 

to pick that field that you thought you’d have to abandon? 

 

THOMSON:     Erm, it means that we’re in a position 

now to be able to have a go at, yeah seeing what we can salvage out of there if you 

like.  I mean there’ll still be quite a lot of waste I believe.  If it had been a week 10 

days ago that would have been the right time in fairness.  We have also lost some 

more people, just natural wastage so we’ve lost sort of 7 unaware of on Saturday 

night.  Just decided that you know that’s it they’ve had enough for this season or 

they’ve got some other work to go to and they’ve moved on.  So, you know the 

overall gain is 50.  Yeah but you’re right it’s the best news we’ve had for some 

weeks. 

 

 CUFFE:     Dave's chance meeting with a Hereford 

farmer has given Justin Emery a bit of a breathing space.  He's still not sure he can 

deliver those 50 workers he promised.  But right now, it's not top of his list of 

priorities, he's had angry calls to deal with.. 

So Justin how has it been?  Come and tell me over here.  You’ve had a bit of a day. 

 

 

EMERY:     It’s a nightmare really.  I’m leaving here 

right now and driving to Scotland because we’ve got a few issues up there.  We’re 

short of nearly 150 people, serious PR work is needed. 

 

CUFFE:     Is this the farmer that you said balled you 

out this morning. 

 

EMERY:     Yeah we’re starting really to feel the 



pinch now and we’re getting a lot of grief now but it’s understandable, it’s their 

livelihood so we’ll get some people in their a bit sharpish.  I say that but we haven’t 

actually got them yet.  We are scraping the barrel.  We’re getting a lot of the village 

people who are older, who don’t know any English which makes it difficult for 

communicating on farms.  We’re encouraging most farms to employ Polish or 

Slovakian or you know other speaking supervisors and so on.  We’re putting up signs 

translated into different languages and just trying to get the message across and 

communication.  Because the biggest problem on the farms that we have is 

communication between the management and the field labour really. 

  

 DAY SIX  

 

CUFFE:     The National Farmers' union has its 

headquarters at Stoneleigh Park, near Kenilworth.  They've been lobbying the 

Government, hoping it'll relax restrictions to the Seasonal Agricultural Workers 

scheme. They're even more worried about next year when they won't be allowed to 

take any students from outside the EU.  They'll only be able to take Romanians and 

Bulgarians.  I haven't been able to meet the Immigration Minister Liam Byrne but I've 

got this statement from him:   He says “Some people have told us our immigration 

reforms are too draconian, but I think they're right for Britain.  We have said we will 

listen to independent advice on these issues from the new Migration Advisory 

Committee. However, on this point any arguments put to the committee will need to 

be very persuasive”. 

Well I'll see what Philip Hudson thinks about that.  He's the NFU's Chief Horticultural 

Advisor.  

 

HUDSON:     We want the Home Office to change its 

mind about the fact that it’s now changed the very nature of the scheme so that 

effectively only Romanian and Bulgarian workers can work on the SAWS Scheme. 

 

 

CUFFE:     The Home Office, of course, say that 

where there’s a need for labour, that labour should be supplied first of all by British 



people and secondly by Europeans and that’s what the EU is all about. 

 

HUDSON:     It would give growers nothing but 

pleasure to be able to recruit local people and they do put adverts in the local press to 

recruit local people but the fact is and it is the fact, people do not respond.  The next 

year of course is within the European union and without the labour from within the 

European Union a lot of growers businesses would struggle.  But on top of that there 

is surely a need for workers to come in from outside of the European Union on 

schemes such as the Seasonal Agricultural Worker Scheme which has proved so 

effective in the past. 

 

CUFFE:     If growers aren’t attracting enough 

labour from European countries.  Is that because they’re just not offering the right 

wages and conditions? 

 

HUDSON:     Let’s be clear it is in no-ones interests to 

abuse any of these workers.  It’s in no-ones interests to pay wages which are below 

the legal requirements.  It’s also about the conditions, and again it would not be in the 

interests of growers to have conditions which do not encourage these workers to 

work. 

 

CUFFE:     But clearly there is bad practice because 

one of the things that is putting people off this year is publicity about terrible 

conditions on British farms and we’re told that by people who are trying to recruit in 

Poland. 

 

HUDSON:     I would say that they are very much the 

exception.  Most of the businesses will be wanting to ensure that they attract people to 

them and want to have them coming back, year after year.  Without them they won’t 

be there.  

 

ACTUALITY IN CARAVAN 

 

CUFFE:     Can I come into your caravan? 



 

ALLEN:     Of course.  Why not….have a look 

around….. 

 

 

CUFFE:     After hearing how difficult it is to get 

British workers. it's been a bit of a surprise to come back to Hillers and find five new 

pickers in one of the green caravans.  

 

ACTUALITY OF BRITISH PICKERS 

 

ALLEN:     …with a bit of luck ….get some sleep 

then. 

 

CUFFE:     After a season picking daffodils, Paul 

Allen and his friends have now moved onto soft fruit. They've come to Warwickshire 

from Kent, where the farmer suddenly got the labour he'd been expecting and didn't 

need them any longer. 

 

ALLEN:     Done two and half days and they laid us 

off.  There wasn’t a problem with our quality or the production that we was putting 

out.  The problem arose because they was bringing in more students from Eastern 

Europe. 

 

CUFFE:     So….I mean you say that you’ve been 

looking for work and unable to find it and yet we’ve been hearing that you know, 

growers all over the country are really short of work.  Well it’s clear around here that 

recruiting agencies are desperate for workers. 

 

ALLEN:     Not English. 

 

CUFFE:     So when people say British people just 

don’t like this kind of work, it’s too hard, what do you think? 

 



JODIE:     I don’t think it’s too hard, I think it’s 

brilliant work.  It’s a lot easier than your normal average day jobs.  I’m a qualified 

nursery nurse but I’d rather be outside and do this sort of work. 

 

DANNY:     I’d rather be outside in the fresh air than 

stuck in an office or in a factory or something working, you know. It’s good for 

the……and physically fit like.  I love it, yeah. 

 

 DAY SEVEN  

 

ACTUALITY OF TELEPHONE CALL 

   

EMERY:      ..yeah we’ve got a lot of money 

outstanding.  We’ve just got to get it in.  Some places haven’t…..literally today’s their 

first week erm but they’ve only got 14 left out of the 50 there, so I’ve got to track 

down where the others are…..we know where 20 of them are so. 

 

CUFFE:     It's a day of reckoning for Justin and 

Rachel at Fruitful. They've been loaning money to the people they recruit, as an 

incentive, but  fifteen have left their farms in the last few days for the promise of a 

better paid job in the town so it’s goodbye to that money. 

How are things going now?   

 

EMERY:     They haven't cheered up a lot.  We have 

managed to secure a few people from another farm that’s finishing which has filled 

our gaps.  However, obviously we haven’t made any money off it and with the loan 

scheme, hopefully the money’s going to come back in.  At the moment we’re just 

looking at whether we can carry on for next season, whether it’s viable for us to do it 

with the recovering costs and literally that’s what we’re doing today is going through 

that. 

 

CUFFE:     What you mean you might not be able to 

survive as a business? 



 

EMERY:     We’re considering it because 

of….basically if there’s no money in it, and there is very little money in recruitment 

especially the way we do it, with direct recruitment, so…..yeah it’s one of those 

things we are looking at the moment, is whether we can carry on next year.  But at the 

moment we seem to have supplied the numbers.  We’ve got a few people coming in 

this weekend which will finally get there but however it is still 3 weeks late.  Farmers 

have lost some crop, they’ve lost, you know, 2 or 3 weeks worth of strawberries.  

 

ACTUALITY OF TRACTOR 

 

CUFFE:     Back at the farm, Dave Thomson and I 

have come back to the field we saw a few days ago, the one he thought he'd have to 

abandon.  It’s the first time it's rained since I’ve been at Hillers and, outside the 

polytunnels, the track's turned to mud.   Some of CUFFE cont:   

  this fruit’s already over-ripe – Dave reckons he may have lost five and 

a half tons of strawberries.  But for the time being, the crisis is over. 

 

THOMSON:     What we’ve managed to do so far is get a 

large number of people down here and concentrate on this one field for a couple of 

days.  And we haven’t quite picked it all, yet.  That will give you some indication as 

to how much fruit is actually down here.  We are now in a position where we’re going 

to leave one team in here tomorrow which allows us to take those other 3 teams away 

into the other fields we’ve had to leave for a couple of days, in order to allow us to 

concentrate on this piece. 

 

CUFFE:     Would you say with the arrival of those 

57 you’ve salvaged the situation? 

 

THOMSON:     Yeah, I think err the arrival of those 50 

has allowed us to salvage something.  I wouldn’t feel confident enough to say at the 

moment that we’ve actually salvaged it completely but obviously we’re in a much 

better position than we were and would have been if we hadn’t had them. 

 



ACTUALITY OF THUNDERSTORM 

 

THOMSON:     If we want to have a strawberry industry 

in the UK then we are going to need the Government to act and act quickly to help us 

to avoid this kind of thing happening again.  Otherwise how can any farmer have any 

confidence going forward?  If they’re prepared to listen, then I guess there’s a little bit 

of hope.  I think we either import labour, that’s the reality or we import more produce.  

And erm, I think that would be a shame.  If we can’t pick it, then there really isn’t any 

point in growing it. 

 

 

 


